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Comparisons between this historical data set
and new census data will help us understand
the status of seabirds regionally and identify
conservation actions.

Thank you to our donors, volunteers, and staff
for the many hours of work that included
monitoring remote seabird colonies in the
Grenadines, rebuilding a recreational birdwatching hut on Sint Maarten, and teaching
children about healthy watersheds in Haiti.
These inspiring activities continued during 2021,
which was a very challenging year as we all
navigated the effects of a global pandemic. Here
are some recent accomplishments.
New Global EPIC Branding
After 21 years, EPIC has revised our brand and
logo to include new colors and fonts. We believe
this better reflects the fun, focus, and future of
our non-profit organization. Since 2000, we have
grown to work collaboratively with diverse
communities on more than 21 Caribbean
islands. Together, we have both literally and
figuratively climbed mountains and soared to
new heights—see logo and bird—in our quest to
create a better world for people and nature.

In addition, EPIC is working with new partners
in the U.S. Virgin Islands to develop local
projects. We're looking forward to working
with Caribbean-Americans to boost
environmental justice and resiliency efforts in
the U.S., where EPIC was founded.
We are poised to tackle the most significant
environmental issues of our time: climate
change, irresponsible development, and the
need for sustainable economies.
We are incredibly grateful for your
financial support of our vision of a thriving,
sustainable, and globally-appreciated
Caribbean.
Sincerely,

Financials
Tabitha Stadler
Executive Director

New EPIC Website with
Caribbean Educational Focus
We have launched a new interactive website at
the same address: www.epicislands.org. This
new website has a renewed focus on educating
the world about the Caribbean’s awe-inspiring
nature and its global value as a native
biodiversity hotspot. Fun facts and interactive
maps engage visitors in over 50 of EPIC’s
science, education, advocacy, and stewardship
projects. We hope you will be inspired by the
stories of Caribbean environmental leaders who
have made a difference by embracing
sustainability and blue-green economies.
Program Expansion
We expanded our programming to include a
partnership conducting a regional seabird
census. While we are currently in the
exploratory phase, the census will be a valuable
follow-up to EPIC’s breakthrough 2012
publication of the Seabird Breeding Atlas of the
Lesser Antilles.
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Fiscal Year
June 1, 2020 - May 31, 2021

Other
$3,318.42

Total Assets: $305,999.34
Donations
$94,835.64

Income: $241,156.92
Donations
Grants
Other Income
Total Income

$ 94,835.64
$ 143,002.86
$
3,318.42
$ 241,156.92

Grants
$143,002.86

Expenses & Reserved Conservation Funds $3,328,830.77

Fundraising & Administration*
$110,925.92

Conservation Program Spending
$130,231.00

*Fundraising and administration
costs were a greater ratio of
expenses than usual due to
COVID-19 impacts, which reduced
program activities and expenses

Make a gift
Reserved Conservation Program
$87,673.85
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Although the adverse effects of the pandemic cannot be overstated, the silver lining on Sint Maarten was decreased
impacts to the environment. There was less pollution from cars and boats. More people made use of outdoor spaces,
enjoying socially-distanced activities like hiking. The financial impacts for tourism-based economies like Sint Maarten were
extreme. Non-profits were not spared. EPIC was unable to hold in-person events, limiting our options for fundraising and
education. Despite these setbacks, the EPIC Sint Maarten Foundation achieved several milestones.

VOLUNTEERS MOBILIZE AGAINST LITTER
Beach Cleanup of Mullet Bay in honor of Earth Day, with 50
people and EPIC partners CC1 and the Nature Foundation of
Sint Maarten; 1,881 pounds of trash were removed.

Made up of nearly 100 islands, the transboundary Grenadines are part of the
nations of Grenada and St. Vincent & the Grenadines. The area has a rare
concentration of seabird nesting sites, with two global and five regionally Important
Bird Areas (IBAs) for seabirds. The unique concentration of IBAs makes it a vital
seabird conservation zone, crucial to rebuilding declining Caribbean populations.
Furthermore, the Grenadines support the most extensive coral reef complex in the
southeastern Caribbean. Seabirds play an essential role in their health.
In-person education was limited this past year due to coronavirus restrictions.
School connectivity was challenging for remote presentations, but EPIC delivered
impactful education and outreach, including a waste-to-art contest. Fortunately,
research activities were safe to conduct on the remote, uninhabited islands of the
Grenadines. The Grenadines Seabird Guardians, a volunteer citizen-science team
coordinated by EPIC, continued seabird monitoring and conducted surveys to find
invasive mammals. This data was shared with the Grenadines Seabird
Conservation Plan Working Group.

A Hero Hike to the remote Geneve Bay in partnership with
Tri-Sport resulted in 100 pounds/20 bags of trash removed.

Recreational birdwatching and cleanup event at Little Bay
Pond as part of the Caribbean Endemic Bird Festival, whose
theme was "Sing, Fly, Soar Like a Bird," attracted a crowd.
Thanks to local sponsors and bird guide Binkie van Es,
participants experienced a bird walk, learned how to
recognize bird sounds, and viewed beautiful birds found at
this rare freshwater pond. They also removed 230 pounds of
garbage.

LOCAL WORKING GROUP
INITIATIVE PROTECTS NATURE
The diverse members of the EPIC-led Grenadines Seabird
Conservation Plan Working Group met twice to prioritize
conservation actions and make plans to address threats
such as poaching and invasive mammals. Members include
representatives from government entities, non-profits, and
the business sector like fisherfolk and tour guides.

THREATS TO GRENADINES
SEABIRDS UNCOVERED
Members of the citizen-science group the
Grenadines Seabird Guardians monitored
seabird nesting sites and threats. They
worked with partners to identify islands with
invasive rodents. Unfortunately, they found
invasive mammals on all five islands: rats,
cats, and/or goats.
This groundbreaking data resulted in a peerreviewed publication. The Grenadines
Seabird Conservation Working Group can
prioritize conservation areas and actions
more accurately with a better understanding
of the threats facing seabirds on these
remote islands.

Volunteers repaired and painted the Little Bay Pond
birdwatching hut with EPIC partner SXM DOET and
sponsorship from Island Gems. In addition, 110 pounds of
garbage were removed.

ISLAND CONSERVATION TAKES OFF WITH DRONE TRAINING
MANGROVE RESTORATION SUCCESS
An estimated 80% of mangroves were damaged after Category 5
Hurricane Irma passed over Sint Maarten in 2017. To help with recovery,
EPIC replanted 300 red mangroves in the Simpson Bay Lagoon. This year,
volunteers and Sint Maarten Sails removed stabilizing pipes of the wellestablished mangroves.
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EPIC coordinated a drone training for local enforcement agencies so they can monitor and protect seabird
nests on uninhabited islands in the Grenadines. In addition, EPIC distributed seabird identification cards to
help enforcement officers recognize seabirds, chicks, and eggs that may have been illegally harvested from
the wild.
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Haiti Black-capped
Petrel Conservation

Conserving and protecting wildlife and
wild places takes many forms. EPIC applies
the tools of SEAS to achieve our mission,
and we encourage pride as a way to attain
eco-friendly goals.

NATURE PRIDE

SEAS is important because:

The conservation of the endangered Black-capped Petrel in Haiti has
been one of the cornerstone environmental initiatives for EPIC since
2012. Over the past decade, we have been on the frontier of using new
technologies to locate and monitor the petrel. Petrels are one of the
rarest Caribbean birds. In 2021, we addressed new challenges to our
petrel conservation program in Haiti. Covid-19 was rampant in the
country due to the lack of available vaccines. The Haitian government
was unstable due to the
tragic assassination
of the country’s
president and
a massive
earthquake
that caused
widespread
destruction to
infrastructure.

ENVIRONMENTALLY
FRIENDLY FARMING

INSPIRING NEXT-GEN
FOREST PROTECTORS
EPIC continues to provide
environmental education for kids, who
are the future farmers and forest
protectors in Boukan Chat, Haiti.
We reached >1,200 students this year,
providing hands-on stewardship
activities such as tree planting.

Ongoing sustainable
agriculture initiatives
with family farmers in
Haiti reached more than
2,000 people this year and
supported a thriving
economy along with a
healthy natural
environment for people
and petrels.

Science is used to understand what is
going on in nature and to tell us about
a plant, animal, ecosystem, or natural
event.
Education plays a valuable role in
engaging people to understand why
wild things and wild places are
important and how we can live
sustainably.
Advocacy helps groups of people in
organizations, businesses, and
governments adopt new behaviors and
best practices that benefit themselves
and the environment.
Stewardship activities are vital to
slowing down and reversing harm to
nature. These caretaking activities
show direct results.
An underappreciated aspect of EPIC’s work
is focusing on having pride in nature and
the actions taken to protect nature. Pride
is about celebrating our unique identity
and role within nature, and it is about
celebrating and sharing the successes and
outcomes resulting in sustainable
ecosystems and economies.
Pride supports feelings of well-being and
satisfaction. This sense of pride is
infectious and stimulates more and more
people to take action.

INVASIVE MAMMALS
The EPIC team spent the last three years doing remote camera
monitoring of petrel nests in La Visite National Park, Haiti.
Motion-activated cameras were carefully positioned around the
entrances to petrel nest cavities to detect the presence of introduced
predators, such as rats, cats, and mongooses, known to harm petrels.
This effort confirmed the widespread presence of all three of these nonnative mammal species, all found at each of the 42 Black-capped Petrel
nests. As one of only a few known nesting locations globally for this
endangered seabird, this astounding result led EPIC to begin work
addressing the threat caused by these invasive species.
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WHAT WERE YOUR NATURE PRIDE
MOMENTS THIS YEAR?
The collective action of every person and
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group is what will reverse the obvious
environmental declines we see around
us. Together we can reimagine our world
and create sustainable livelihoods and
happier lives.
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EPIC International Board of Directors

Become an EPIC
IMPACT MAKER

Marcia Abad-Ronka
Steve Aby
Virginia Amengual
Jacob Anderson
Quincy Augustine
Claude Michelle Banare
Emily Bawden
Lindsey Bender
Alicia Berry
Telari Bohrnsen
Molly Borden
Adam Brown
Andrew Brown
Barbara Brown
Edgar Brown
Amy Bruce
Joelle Buffa
Ken Burton
Felix B. Cannegieter
Allison Carhart
Louise Carhart
Rachael Clemens
Natalia Collier
Terry and Maria Collier
Caroline Collier
Renee Cormier

Julie Costello
Sara Davison
Esther de Robles
Antony Diamond
Amy Dinovo
Rebecca Green
Jason Gregg
Mark Hall
Nancy Hayward
Michelle Hester
Brad Keitt
Russell Kelley
Stacey Kett
Andrew Krupp
Laura Lawson
Leonardus Ligthard
Sherri Lisius
Will Mackin
Kathleen and Walt Manning
Randolph Marks
Bill Marrs
Melissa McKenzie
Ellen McLaughlin
Penelope Miller
Randall Mooi
Brent Morris

Mark Myers
Armida Nessi
Hannahrose Nevins
Paul Norris
Michelle Pilapil
Jude Power
Chris Rimmer
Robert Ronka
Ian Hope-Ross
Yvan Satgé
Geraldine Scully
Michel Sequaris
Paul Sikkel
Greg Silpe
Tabitha Sookdeo
Jay Sooter
Lisa Sorenson
Tabitha Stadler
Aaron Straight
James Tietz
Amy Trione
Martha Walsh-McGehee
Norma Wathey
Brenda Wathey
Joyce Wathey
Jennifer Wheeler

Adam Brown, Chair
Marc Grunberg, Vice-Chair
Dr. Will Mackin, Treasurer
Dr. Paul Sikkel, Secretary
Boris Fabres
Natalia Collier
Yvan Satgé
Sint Maarten Foundation
Board of Directors
Fleur Hermanides, President,
Mareeka Dookie, Secretary and Treasurer
Natalia Collier
Alex Frye

Legacy Council
The EPIC Legacy Council is a dedicated group of
supporters who are a core force for Caribbean
conservation. These visionaries provide the support
necessary for long-range solutions that address persistent
threats to our health, economy, and the environment.

Special thanks to former President Amy Trione and longtime
board member and former Treasurer Rueben Thompson.

Executive Director

Contractors, Staff & Associates

Tabitha Stadler

Quincy Augustine
Adam Brown
Juliana Coffey
Natalia Collier
Lystra Culzac
Amy Dinovo
Stephen Durand
Anderson Jean
Alison DeGraff Ollivierre
Donna Pace
Tanya Power-Stevens

Interns
You can become a legacy council member. Your annual
gift, dispersed over five years, would enable EPIC to
accomplish long-term goals.
It is only with the help of the Legacy Council that we
realize the vision of a thriving Caribbean with healthy
natural resources and communities. For more information,
contact Executive Director Tabitha Stadler at
director@epicislands.org.

Katherine Rentz
Elizabeth Rioridan
Tabitha Sookdeo
Ashley Williams
Rachel Woods

Organizational Donors, Grantors, and Partners
AmazonSmile Foundation
American Bird Conservancy
Be the Change
Benevity
Binkie van Es
BirdsCaribbean
Betty Peterson Fund
Carriacou Animal Hospital
CC1
De La Peña & Holiday
Dr. Bronner’s
Dr. Carter Vet
Dutch Representation Office
Global Experiences
Global Giving
Grenadines Seabird Guardians
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Haiti Coffee Company
Island Gems
JACSEH
Juliana Coffey
Kipaji Inc.
La Vista Beach Hotel
Les Fruits de Mer
Mustique Company Limited
Nature Foundation of Sint Maarten
Nels Akerlund Photography
Ocean Spirits
Philadelphia Zoo
Plant With Purpose
Presstige Printing
Princess Juliana Airport
Prins Bernhard Cultuurfonds
Resources for Community Resilience

Samenwerkende Fondsen Cariben
Science Initiative for Environmental
Conservation and Education (SCIENCE)
Sint Maarten Sails
Soulcraft Allstars
St. Vincent and the Grenadines
Environment Fund
SXM DOET
The Secretariat of the Convention on
Biological Diversity: BioBridge
Tri-Sport
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
Vaughn Thomas
Legacy Council
Terry and Maria Collier
Adam Brown and Natalia Collier
Jennifer and John Wheeler

Earthquake Relief
Black-capped Petrel team members Anderson Jean and
Maxon Fildor were monitoring petrel nesting sites in
Boukan Chat, Haiti, high in the mountains and many
miles to the east of their homes in Le Cayes. Suddenly
a flurry of text messages came in when, on 14 August
2021, around 8:30 a.m., a massive 7.2 earthquake
began rocking their homes. The team quickly made
their way back to discover buildings collapsed, roads
broken, and medical facilities unable to treat patients.
Thankfully their families were relatively unharmed, but
their community was far less fortunate. There was a
pressing need for aid. A plan quickly came together to
raise emergency funds. Thanks to your generosity,
EPIC raised >$4,000 for earthquake relief sent
directly to the people of Les Cayes.
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Environmental Protection in the Caribbean
411 Walnut Street #6749
Green Cove Springs, FL 32043 USA
info@epicislands.org | www.epicislands.org
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